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Tool/tissues interaction modeling for transluminal angioplasty simulation

T. Le Fol*, P. Haigron*, A. Lucas*

Abstract— In this paper, a simulation environment is describe for balloon dilation during transluminal angioplasty. It means simulating geometrical and physical data from the inflation of a balloon while integrating data from tissues analysis and parameters from virtual tool-tissues interactions. In this context, three main behaviors has been identified: soft tissues, crush completely under the effect of the balloon, calcified plaques, do not admit any deformation but could move in deformable structures and blood vessel wall and organs, try to find their original forms. A deformable soft tissue model is proposed, based on the Enhanced ChainMail method to take into account tissues deformation during dilatation. We improved the original ChainMail method with a “forbidden zone” step to facilitate tool/tissues interactions. The simulation was implemented using five key steps: 1) initialization of balloon parameters; 2) definition of the data structure; 3) dilatation of the balloon and displacement approximation; 4) final position estimation by an elastic relaxation; and 5) interpolation step for visualization. Preliminary results obtain from patient CT data are reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper is aimed at studying the minimally invasive procedure called percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) on narrowed arteries by means of simulation. PTA consists in introducing a balloon-catheter in the stenosis area and inflating a balloon to expand the blood vessel lumen. Even though angioplasty is a quite common practice, its important to simulate and predict mechanical behaviors of interaction between balloon, plaque and artery.

There are a number of algorithms developed for modeling and simulation for various computer graphics applications (surgery modeling, flight simulator...). Depending on the constraints (nature of the objects, time, realism...), researchers may use different techniques that could be classified by their geometrical or physical formalism. Non-physically (or geometrically) based methods are used for tissues) inflates and an approximation of the tissues’ reaction is obtained from the propagation of the displacement. A minimal energy level is then calculated, called elastic relaxation. Finally, a classical interpolation allows displaying result.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

The general method (Figure 1), based on Le Fol & al. [14], initialize the balloon in the blood vessel lumen. The meshing is initialized according to the Enhanced ChainMail formalism. The balloon (described in two different ways: a disc composed with linked elements, and a “forbidden area” for tissues) inflates and an approximation of the tissues’ reaction is obtained from the propagation of the displacement. A minimal energy level is then calculated, called elastic relaxation. Finally, a classical interpolation allows displaying result.
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In the ChainMail algorithm [11], volume elements were linked to their nearest neighbors (4 or 8 in 2D and 6 or 18 in 3D). When an element of the data’s structure is moving, it communicates the information concerning its new state to its neighbors to actualize their positions and to update the whole structure. This approach requires two initial processes, the creation of the data structure and the definition of the geometrical constraints. The structure is composed of elements, called « linked elements », which represent the volume data. An element holds the information about the deformation, the elasticity parameters and its number of neighbors. Then, a set of geometric constrains that consists of two pairs of translations and 2 single shears (Min, Max and MaxShear, assuming different in x and y) in the 2D case (Figure 2) are used to denote material properties.

To take into account heterogeneous nature of tissues, Schill & al. [12] proposed an « Enhanced ChainMail » method which combines the parameters of each linked element with those of its neighbors. For example, if A and B are two linked neighbors, the parameter for each of them are

\[
\text{Min} = \text{Min}_A + \text{Min}_B \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Max} = \text{Max}_A + \text{Max}_B. \quad (2)
\]

To avoid ghosting effects, the balloon, considered as a non-compliant one, is placed and inflated. This balloon is described as a circle which radius is fixed by a ray casting process (the smallest is conserved) and located at the mass center of the vessel lumen (Figure 3).

### A. Initialization of the balloon parameters

In this work, we consider 2D angioscan images, where the tool/tissues interactions zone is defined by the vessel lumen (pre-segmented by a region growing process). This zone determines the place where the balloon is placed

![Fig. 3. Initialization of the balloon. Lumen segmentation (a), mass-center calculation (b), minimal radius detection (c), initial balloon (d).](image)

### B. Definition of the data structure

The meshing initialization process defines some simulation’s parameters and builds the structure: a 2D grid, the number of linked neighbors and the geometrical constraints. Each pixel corresponds to a node/linked element of the grid (Figure 4). A regular Cartesian grid has been chosen for the simulation because it takes advantage of the high resolution data produced by CT-scanners and provides a direct access to the data.

![Fig. 4. Meshing initialization with ChainMail formalism.](image)

The elements density in the Cartesian grid is taken as parameter to define the geometrical constraints according to the curves of the Figure 5 and [14]. On these curves, three main classes are considered where constraints are defined in percentage from the initial distance.

![Fig. 5. Geometric constraints definition curves according to density.](image)
C. dilation of the balloon and Displacement approximation

Two methods of tool/tissues interaction are considered. The first one, called here the classical method, describes the balloon as a group of linked elements (regarded as rigid tissues thanks to the non-compliance of the balloon) arranged in circle with a radius calculated in part A (Figure 6 (a.1)) and connected to the linked elements belonging to tissues. In an iterative way, the step of dilation is incremented (increasing the radius of the balloon) and neighbors from the balloon, belonging to the tissues, move following their constraints and propagate the displacement (Figure 6 a.2)). When it comes to the second method, the balloon is considered as a “forbidden area”. In this zone, linked elements cannot stay (Figure 6 b.1)). When the balloon inflates, the “forbidden area” increases and if elements belonging to the tissues are in this zone, they are moved towards the radial direction established between the center of the balloon and the old position of the element. Then, displacement is propagated (Figure 6 b.2)).

The dilation of the balloon generates a displacement of the tissues. The propagation of the disturbance is made by the Enhanced ChainMail algorithm and gives an approximation of the deformation. The process of propagation uses the geometrical constraints to check that each element remains between the minimum and maximum distance to its neighbors. A disturbance is produced when an element is moved and violates these constraints.

The rules which control the propagation of the disturbance are established thanks to the links and the geometrical constraints. The elements concerned must move in order to find a new configuration which satisfies the constraints. In order to manage the multiple collisions and displacements (caused by dilation), each element is moved only once according to the greatest displacement generated by the neighbors’ elements initiator of the disturbance.

D. Elastic relaxation

ChainMail step does not guaranty a global minimal energy configuration, notably for elastic tissues which try to recover the initial structures. Relaxation makes it possible to find such a configuration. The approach employs a function based on the distances between the neighbor’s elements, from Gibson & al. [13].

E. Interpolation

The last stage of the treatment consists of a simple interpolation. In the classical case, the goal of the interpolation is to reposition the elements in a Cartesian grid. This enables, at the following iteration, to link easily the balloon with the tissues. Indeed, if the position of the elements belonging to tissues is unchanged and if a larger balloon is created (with a greater number of elements defining it to avoid the holes between 2 elements of the balloon when it is inflated), there is not enough link, on tissues side, compared to the number of link, on balloon class. So, it is necessary to create heavy rules to establish which element of the balloon links with which element of the tissues. In the “forbidden area” formalism, the interpolation is used only for the visualization of the result and is not taken into account in the treatment for the following iteration. There is not new link to establish, it is only necessary to increase the “forbidden area”. This last stage achieved, the process is repeated until satisfaction.

III. RESULTS

To illustrate results, 2 examples of stenosis vessel are employed. These images are 100 × 100 Pixels from angioscan. This system was implemented in C++ and uses VTK. The examples and the results reported here were obtained with a processor of 3.20 GHz with 2Go of RAM.

For both methods, it can be seen that the physical behavior for hard plaques (rigidity) and for soft plaques (compression) moves apart from classical elastic laws, and is essentially well reproduced in the Chain-Mail approach, considering geometric constraints.

However, the classical method for balloon/tissues interaction by its successive interpolations, degrade the image. Indeed, the interpolation means the close pixels to create a new Cartesian grid and when many pixels, belonging to blood, are pressed against elastic tissues and/or
calcification, the new calculated intensity of the pixels is low. The elastic tissues and calcifications disappear (Figure 7 (b), grey and white densities). An idea to avoid this is to keep the pixels of strong intensity: if in the calculation of the new intensity, elements of elastic tissue or calcification are detected, the elements of blood will not be taken into account in the calculation. But this new interpolation spreads out the tissues with strong intensity (Figure 7 (c), white density). Finally, in the two preceding cases, interpolation creates a new grid of element where tension and compression are at zero. That leads to a loss of crucial information for elastic relaxation.

![Fig. 7. Qualitative results from dilation simulation. a) Original image. b) Result with classical balloon/tissues interaction and classical interpolation. c) Result with classical balloon/tissues interaction and high density priority interpolation. d) Result after dilation simulation with “forbidden area” tool/tissues interaction.](image)

The “forbidden area” method preserves each class of density and allows the tissues to express elastic behaviors (Figure 7 (d)). Because the elements involved are the same since the beginning of the simulation, tensions and compressions are kept and updated each iteration. Nevertheless, with this method, the number of elements that has to be moved increase with the radius of the balloon, spending more and more computing time (beginning at 0.2 second per iteration until 1.5 to 2 seconds). The classical method, on the contrary, has to move a quasi-constant and fewer numbers of elements (0.2 sec per iteration).

IV. CONCLUSION

The objective of this work was to study a model of dilation in order to carry out a specific patient simulation method. The methodology suggested, applied in 2D, makes it possible to analyze the potential of such an approach which combines the geometrical and physical considerations to model the interactions during an angioplasty. The data structure initialized as a Cartesian grid gives direct access to the patient data. The Enhanced ChainMail method, by its low time consuming and its modularity, permits to develop a fast simulation which could manage interactions between the balloon and a large surrounding of the vessel wall. The definition of the geometrical constraints seems well adapted for hard and soft plaques. The proposed method of balloon/tissues interaction based on “forbidden area” makes it possible to observe better reaction for elastic tissues. The formalism suggested brings up to new perspectives for a 3D simulation in endovascular intervention. Future work will relate to the connection between real and virtual parameters as well as an evaluation of reflected forces from tissues to find the new position of the balloon.
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